
APC Summary of Meetings

September 26, 2023 Meeting

The APC met me to discuss the posthumous degree proposal sent by Charles Clift as an IOC
concerning the awarding of degrees posthumously. The committee found it to be a very
"reasonable" proposal, with excellent options. One person commented that she thought families
who have lost children enrolled at NC State would find be greatly "appreciative" of the policy.
There were no concerns or suggestions put forth by the committee. I notified Faculty Senate
Chair McGowan and Charles about the outcome of the meeting.

Dec 5, 2023 Meeting
During its Dec 5, 2023 meeting, the APC met with Assistant Vice Chancellor for DASA Justine
Hollingshead, Director of the Counseling Center Monica Osburn, and Director of Prevention
Services Angel Bowers, to discuss the university's revised "Postvention" policy and "best
practices". The meeting was called in response to a faculty "issue of concern" (IOC) in which a
faculty worried that the university's policy concerning announcing student deaths, as they
understood the policy, did not allow for the notification of instructors who were teaching the
deceased students.

As the faculty member communicated their concern to Faculty Senate Chair Herle McGowan,
and then she conveyed that IOC to co-chair Greg Tourino and me, they believed it would be
"foolish" to repeatedly email "to check in on a dead student," and that "our students" end up
discovering information about student deaths from "Reddit," which the faculty member sees as a
"poor substitute to an official university response." The faculty member went on to say: "Maybe
this [the new policy] is a poor attempt to prevent suicide... but to us it just seems like a cynical
PR strategy."

Greg and I invited the Vice Chancellor and Dean of the Division of Academic and Student
Affairs, Doneka Scott, and Donna McGalliard, the Assistant Vice Chancellor, to join the APC's
meeting. Neither was able to attend. Instead, the above-mentioned guests did present a
detailed description of the university's revised postvention policy and best practices. We have
attached their slide presentation here. The presentation focused on:

* The major goals of the revised approach (e.g., stabilizing the crisis environment, reducing the
risk of negative behaviors, supporting the aggrieved, etc.)
* The new approach's key points (e.g., the postvention coordinator, the new team approach,
information sharing practices, identification of high-risk persons,

support for these persons, and family assistance)
* Postvention process and schedule (e.g., follow-ups with faculty of deceased students, reviews
of cases and procedures, checking with key campus

stakeholders and partners, etc.)
* The individuals and/or groups most impacted by student deaths (e.g., families, student
cohorts, faculty, staff, administrators, etc.)



* The challenges of which the university must remain mindful as the crisis unfolds (e.g., how to
promote student and faculty "self-care," the response of mental
health task forces, etc.)

After watching the presentation and raising a few additional queries, the APC was satisfied that
the guests had addressed the IOC, the APC's concerns, and the questions previously sent to
the APC about 1) the updated postvention procedures, 2) the persons notified about student
deaths, 3) how the impact of social media was considered in developing the new procedures,
and 4) how faculty might handle social media rumors. Specific answers to these concerns were
sent to Chair McGowan.

In respect to 3 and 4 above, the guests explained that dealing effectively with the challenges
presented by social media--and, in addition, the news media--is a continuing issue they will
have to grapple with and that these challenges were not handled very well in the past. They said
there will be times when the news media reports on something the university has not
commented on, but the university cannot say anything until the family has been notified. They
also noted that on some occasions following a student's death, both family and law enforcement
officials advise that no public announcements concerning those deaths be made. The university
must wrestle with all of these constraints and exigencies.

The APC recommended to the guests that they 1) find ways to communicate (either through
email, the creation of a postvention website, or face-to-face meetings) the new postvention
policy and best practices to university faculty and staff, and 2) be invited to attend an upcoming
Faculty Senate meeting to deliver a presentation similar to the one they provided to the APC.
(They did subsequently make a presentation to the larger Faculty Senate.)

The APC also recommended that Chair McGowan communicate this email (with materials we
sent her) to the faculty member who initiated the IOC.

January 30, 2024

During a joint meeting with the Personnel Committee, members of the APC discussed existing
university procedures for evaluating faculty teaching and a new university task force report on
revising the faculty teaching evaluation process. Diane Chapman, chair of that task force,
shared the task force's report.

Faculty in attendance from the APC and Personnel Committee commented on:
* Recommendations from previous reports that highlighted the need for greater transparency,
* Examples of class evaluation procedures from department best practices,
* The need for "a robust holistic review of the evaluation of faculty teaching process,
* How class evaluations are used in hiring decisions,
* Whether peer reviews of teaching should take precedence over student evaluations of faculty
teaching,
* The role of HR in protecting faculty teaching evaluations,



* Role of teaching awards in reviewing teaching,
* The need for the Faculty Senate to take up this issue.

These concerns and recommendations were sent to the Chair of the Faculty Senate and
subsequently taken up by the entire Faculty Senate in a meeting with the task force.

April 9, 2023 Meeting

On April 9 the APC met with Nikki Coffield to discuss a selection of members for University
Standing Committees.


